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ABSTRACT
Detailed observations of globular clusters (GCs) have revealed evidence of self-enrichment: some of
the heavy elements that we see in stars today were produced by cluster stars themselves. Moreover,
GCs have internal subpopulations with different elemental abundances, including, in some cases, in
elements such as iron that are produced by supernovae. This paper presents a theoretical model for
GC formation motivated by observations of Milky Way star forming regions and simulations of star
formation, where giant molecular clouds fragment into multiple clumps which undergo star formation
at slightly different times. Core collapse supernovae from earlier-forming clumps can enrich later-
forming clumps to the degree that the ejecta can be retained within the gravitational potential well,
resulting in subpopulations with different total metallicities once the clumps merge to form the final
cluster. The model matches the mass-metallicity relation seen in GC populations around massive
elliptical galaxies, and predicts metallicity spreads within clusters in excellent agreement with those
seen in Milky Way GCs, even for those whose internal abundance spreads are so large that their entire
identity as a GC is in question. The internal metallicity spread serves as an excellent measurement
of how much self-enrichment has occurred in a cluster, a result that is very robust to variation in the
model parameters.
Keywords: globular clusters: general — nuclear reactions, nucleosynthesis, abundances — stars: abun-
dances — stars: formation — ISM: clouds — galaxies: star clusters: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Until relatively recently, globular clusters (GCs) had
been considered to be, to good approximation, simple
stellar populations (SSPs) – populations of stars with
identical ages and chemical abundances, due to a si-
multaneous formation from a well-mixed parent giant
molecular cloud (GMC).
However, as observations have improved, it has be-
come increasingly apparent that this picture is inaccu-
rate, or at least incomplete. In particular, there is now
significant evidence that the composition of some GC
stars retain traces of the effects of other stars within
the cluster. In other words, not all of the heavy el-
ements come from pre-enrichment of the protocluster
cloud; some come from self-enrichment by the cluster
itself. There are two distinct lines of evidence for this
picture: the presence of multiple stellar populations, and
the “blue tilt”.
Virtually all GCs with sufficiently accurate photomet-
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ric and/or spectroscopic data show two or more popula-
tions, which manifest as multiple main sequences, main
sequence turnoffs, subgiant branches, and/or red giant
branches (e.g. Piotto et al. 2015; see Bastian & Lardo
2018 for a recent review). These different populations
are always associated with different abundances of light
elements such as C, O, N, and Na, sometimes with dif-
ferent abundances of He, and in a few clusters spreads in
Fe. The abundance patterns (e.g., the ubiquitious O-Na
anti-correlation; Carretta et al. 2009) are impossible to
generate from inhomogeneities in the protocluster cloud,
and must be due to enrichment during GC formation.
The second line of evidence is the “blue tilt”, a mass-
metallicity relation (MMR) that is observed for the most
massive metal-poor GCs around most (but not all) mas-
sive galaxies with large numbers of GCs (e.g. Harris
et al. 2006; Mieske et al. 2006). In a pure pre-enrichment
model, there is no causal mechanism whereby the past
chemical enrichment history of the protocluster cloud,
i.e. the metallicity, can know how large a GC will even-
tually form in it. Self-enrichment solves this problem:
more massive clouds with deeper gravitational potential
wells can retain supernova ejecta, which can be incor-
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porated into stars that have not yet finished forming,
increasing the metallicity of GC stars. Therefore, the
stars of the cluster have a direct influence on the cluster
metallicity.
The mass of the cluster is also relevant for multiple
populations. Although even the smallest GCs have mul-
tiple populations traced by their light elements, Milone
et al. (2017) showed that the photometric width of the
red giant branch, which is a measure of total metallicity
spread, correlates strongly with GC mass at a given total
metallicity. This suggests that multiple populations and
the MMR may have a common self-enrichment origin.
The Bailin & Harris (2009; hereafter BH09) self-
enrichment model was inspired by the MMR. Rather
than all stars forming at once, as in an SSP, in BH09 all
stars begin to form at once. However, the dramatically
shorter formation and evolution timescales of massive
stars that explode as core collapse supernovae (CCSNe)
compared to the formation timescales of low-mass stars
that survive 10 Gyr later, allow the high mass stars to
explode and pollute the low mass stars while they are
still forming.
The BH09 model provides a good qualitative picture
of the MMR in GCs. The quantitative agreement is fair,
although the predicted MMR kicks in at higher mass
than is observed; the quantitative agreement becomes
excellent with plausible modifications to the model free
parameters (Mieske et al. 2010) or aggressive dynami-
cal mass loss (Goudfrooij & Kruijssen 2014). However,
while this model is a significant improvement over an
SSP, it still treats each GC as internally homogeneous.
It is therefore unable to shed light on multiple popu-
lations, which are one of the main tracers of the self-
enrichment process, and is poorly inspired by the actual
structure of massive star forming regions, which both
observations and simulations tell us is complex, clumpy,
and non-simultaneous.
While true local analogs to the extremely high-density
high-intensity star formation regions that must have
given birth to GCs do not exist, the Carina Nebula com-
plex is a region with large amounts of high-mass star
formation that is close enough to us that its structure
can be divined, and is therefore a good proxy. As de-
scribed in detail by Smith & Brooks (2008), Carina is
a giant star forming region with a number of spatially-
distinct subclusters (Tr 14, 15, 16; Bo 10, 11) with ages
that range from ∼ 3 Myr stars that are about to explode
(η Car) to regions that are still collapsing to form new
stars today and into the future. It therefore provides di-
rect evidence that star formation is clumpy, extended in
time, and that CCSNe can impact stars formed within
the same giant molecular cloud (GMC).
Theoretical hydrodynamic simulations of molecular
cloud-scale star formation predict such clumpiness. In
these simulations, gravitationally bound substructures
form from the initial turbulence of the protocluster
cloud. Star formation begins within these substruc-
tures at different times, before the subclusters eventually
merge (Bate 2009). The final cluster is the conglomera-
tion of a number of pieces that were originally subclumps
within the natal cloud.
In this paper, I extend the BH09 model to the case
where the protocluster cloud fragments into a number
of semi-independent clumps, which can both locally self-
enrich and enrich each other, before merging together
to form the final cluster, as inspired by both observa-
tions and simulations of star formation. This paper fo-
cuses on the total metal abundance in GCs due to CC-
SNe, as traced by iron, but the model is intentionally
constructed so that it can be easily modified in the fu-
ture to follow the enrichment of specific elements formed
in different stages of stellar lives. Iron provides the
ideal first testbed for the viability of the self-enrichment
model because, on the relevant timescales, CCSNe are
the only important nucleosynthetic source. In contrast,
the lighter elements that show evidence for self enrich-
ment (e.g., C, O, N, Na) can also be produced by asymp-
totic giant branch stars, fast rotating massive stars, bi-
naries, and/or very massive stars. Therefore, predic-
tions for those elements are much more sensitive to un-
certain yields from poorly-constrained stellar processes
than the (comparatively!) better understood CCSNe.
Once the viability of this model is demonstrated, future
work will extend the model to these additional enrich-
ment mechanisms in order to understand the multiple
populations seen in light element abundances.
In Section 2, I present the details of the model, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the constraints on the free pa-
rameters of the model and the choices for the fiducial
parameter values (Section 3). The results are presented
in Section 4, including an exploration of how the re-
sults depend on the free parameters. Discussion and
conclusions are presented in Section 5. The code used
to generate these models is released in Bailin (2018).
2. MODEL DETAILS
Figure 1 shows a schematic overview of the clumpy
self-enrichment model. In this model, the cloud frag-
ments into distinct clumps, which each form an SSP at
a distinct time. Each clump undergoes self-enrichment
due to its own massive stars, but can also contam-
inate later-forming clumps with metals that overflow
the clump’s potential well within the cloud (“cross-
enrichment”). The amount of metals available for cross-
enrichment, and the amount of energy that can push
those metals out of the clump or even out of the entire
cloud, build up with time as more stars explode. The
final metal distribution of stars within the GC is the
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the clumpy self-enrichment model. The protocluster cloud fragments into a number of clumps, which
begin to form stars at a range of times drawn from a normal distribution. After an amount of time ∆t, the stellar population
has produced a total amount of metals, Cumulative MproducedZ (t), and supernova energy, ESN(t), due to the supernovae that
have gone off. The form of these functions depend on the initial mass function (IMF) ξ(m), the stellar mass-lifetime relation
tlife(m), and the supernova metal yield mZ(m). The metals get mixed within the clump, and a fraction is unbound depending
on the ratio of ESN to the depth of the clump potential well; the remainder self-enriches the less-massive still-forming stars
within the clump itself. Metals and energy that overflow the clump become mixed with the cloud as a whole, and the fraction
that do not overflow the deeper cloud potential well is available to cross-enrich clumps that have not yet begun forming stars.
mass-weighted combination of the metallicities of the
SSPs formed in each clump.
In detail, we begin with a protocluster cloud of mass
Mcloud. When star formation occurs, the cloud frag-
ments into Nclump distinct clumps. The number of
clumps scales with the cloud mass as
Nclump = Nclump,ref
(
Mcloud
Mcloud,ref
)s
(1)
such that s = 0 means that each cloud fragments into
the same number of clumps, while s = 1 means that each
clump has the same mass, normalized at Mcloud,ref ≡
105 M. The number of clumps for a given cloud is
drawn from a Poisson distribution whose mean is given
by equation (1), with the caveat that Nclump ≥ 1 (i.e. if
the random number generator draws 0, Nclump is set to
1). The total fraction of the cloud that is contained in
star-forming clumps (“dense gas”) is fDG; the remainder
is in diffuse gas.
The mean mass per clump is
〈Mclump〉 = fDGMcloud
Nclump
. (2)
The mass of each clump is drawn from a lognormal dis-
tribution of logarithmic width σM and mean 〈Mclump〉
(Ellsworth-Bowers et al. 2015). Because of random sam-
pling, it is possible for the sum of the clump masses to
be larger than the original cloud mass; to prevent this,
after the clump masses have been randomly drawn, all
Mclump,i are retroactively rescaled by a constant factor
to ensure that∑
i
Mclump,i = fDGMcloud. (3)
Each clump is assigned a formation time tform drawn
from a normal distribution of width σform.
Star formation proceeds with a global efficiency f∗, so
the initial stellar mass of the globular cluster is MGC =
f∗Mcloud. Stars form within each clump according to a
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power-law IMF:
dn
dm
≡ ξ(m) = Amα (4)
within the mass range Mmin < m < Mmax. Although
the low-mass IMF is known to turn over (e.g. Chabrier
2003), the correct number of CCSNe as a function of pro-
genitor mass only requires the correct high-mass slope
and an appropriate low mass cutoff Mmin to normalize
the fraction of mass within the population contained in
stars with masses m > 9 M. As in BH09, I adopt
Mmin = 0.30 M and Mmax = 100 M.
Clumps are labeled in order of increasing tform. Each
clump is assumed to form long-lived stars with a uni-
form metallicity. For clump i, there are three sources of
metals:
MZ,i = M
pre
Z +M
self
Z,i +M
cross
Z,j<i (5)
where MpreZ is the pre-enrichment of the protocluster
cloud before fragmentation occurs, M selfZ comes from
self-enrichment of the low-mass stars in the clump by
its own high-mass stars, and M crossZ,j<i is the total enrich-
ment due to metals produced from clumps j that formed
before clump i, which is spread throughout the cloud.
Self-enrichment within the clump proceeds mostly as
in BH09, but applied to just the clump instead of
the whole cloud. Briefly, the total mass of metals
MproducedZ,tot , total ejecta mass M
produced
tot , and supernova
energy ESN,tot produced by the CCSNe from all high
mass stars in the clump are available to mix within the
clump. The density profile of the clump is a singular
isothermal sphere truncated at r = rt:
ρ(r) =

Mclump
4pir3t
(
r
rt
)−2
r ≤ rt
0 otherwise
(6)
for which the potential is
Φ(r) =

GMclump
rt
ln
(
r
rt
)
r ≤ rt
0 otherwise
(7)
Larson’s relations (Larson 1981), based on observed
GMCs, imply that clump surface densities are approxi-
mately constant, so the clump radius scales as
rt =
√
Mclump
piΣclump
. (8)
Then the fraction of material that can be retained is
equal to the fraction of the cloud that lies deep enough
within the potential that ESN,tot/Mclump < Φ(r), and is
equal to
fretained = exp
(
− ESN,totrt
GMclump
2
)
(9)
while the fraction of material ejected is
fejected = 1− fretained (10)
The CCSN ejecta may mix extensively with the exist-
ing gas in the cloud (as in BH09), or most of the ejecta
could escape directly without mixing. I parameterize the
efficiency of mixing as fmix ∈ [0, 1] which linearly inter-
polates the mass of ejected metals M ejectedZ between two
extremes:
Minimal mixing: If fmix = 0, then the mass that es-
capes from the clump consists entirely of CCSN
ejecta, with the limit that clump cannot release
more metals than were produced.
Maximal mixing: If fmix = 1, then the CCSN ejecta
are assumed to fully mix within the clump, so the
fraction of produced metals that escape the clump
is equal to the fraction of the total clump material
that escapes.
Formally,
M ejectedZ = fmixfejectedM
produced
Z,tot +
(1− fmix) min
(
fejectedMclumpZ
produced
tot ,M
produced
Z,tot
)
(11)
and the total ejected mass is
M ejected = fejectedMclump (12)
where
Zproducedtot =
MproducedZ,tot
Mproducedtot
(13)
The self-enriched metal mass is
M selfZ = M
produced
Z,tot −M ejectedZ (14)
while the material that overflows the clump potential is
available to cross-enrich later-forming clumps within the
cloud. The total amounts of metal, mass, and energy
contributed to the cloud after time t, MZ,j→ejected(t),
Mj→ejected(t), and ESN,j→ejected(t) respectively, are cal-
culated as in equations (9) through (13), but replacing
MproducedZ,tot , M
produced
tot , and ESN,tot with
MproducedZ (t) =
∑
m>mmax(t)
mZ(m), (15)
Mproduced(t) =
∑
m>mmax(t)
mejecta(m), (16)
and
ESN(t) =
∑
m>mmax(t)
ESN (17)
respectively, where the most massive star still alive after
time t that explodes as a CCSN ismmax(t), mZ(m) is the
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metal mass produced by a supernova of a star of initial
mass m, mejecta(m) ≡ m−mremnant(m) is the total mass
of supernova ejecta from a star of mass m, and ESN is
the energy produced by a single CCSN, assumed to be
1051 erg.
The adopted stellar mass-lifetime relation mmax(t) is
a polynomial fit to MIST models (Choi et al. 2016);
see Appendix A. Different CCSN yield functions mZ(m)
and mejecta(m) can be adopted; see Appendix B.
If the clumps contribute sufficient energy, some of the
metals can be lost from the cloud completely, and are
therefore not available for cross-enrichment. When con-
sidering cloud i, the relevant metal masses, total masses,
and energies are
MproducedZ,j<i =
∑
j<i
MZ,j→ejected(∆tji), (18)
Mproducedj<i =
∑
j<i
Mj→ejected(∆tji), (19)
and
ESN,j<i =
∑
j<i
ESN,j→ejected(∆tji). (20)
where clump j formed ∆tji before clump i. In analogy
with equations (9) through (14), the metal mass avail-
able within the cloud for cross-enriching clump i is then
calculated as
fretained,j<i = exp
(
−ESN,j<irt
GMcloud
2
)
(21)
fejected,j<i = 1− fretained,j<i (22)
M ejectedZ,j<i = fmixfejected,j<iM
produced
Z,j<i +
(1− fmix) min
(
fejected,j<iMcloudZ
produced
j<i ,M
produced
Z,j<i
)
(23)
where the total metallicity of the material that has been
lost from the clumps,
Zproducedj<i =
MproducedZ,j<i
Mproducedj<i
, (24)
can be significantly lower than the metallicity of pure
CCSN ejecta Zproducedtot because substantial amounts of
unenriched clump material is part of the ejected mass.
Finally, the mass of metals that remain are split evenly
throughout the cloud, so the extra metals contributed
to clump i via cross-enrichment is
M crossZ,j<i =
MproducedZ,j<i −M ejectedZ,j<i
Nclump
(25)
The metallicity of the long-lived stellar population
formed in the clump is
Zi =
MZ,i
Mclump,i
(26)
Table 1. Fiducial Parameter Values
Parameter Value
f∗ 0.3
α −2.35
fDG 1.0
s 0.60
Nclump,ref 3.4
σM 0.1
Σclump 100 M pc−2
σtform 10× 106 yr
fmix 0.2
CCSN Yields Nomoto et al. (2013)
where MZ,i is the sum of all contributions (equation 5).
Total GC metallicity is usually traced by [Fe/H]. For
typical GC values of [α/Fe]≈ 0.3 (e.g. Kirby et al. 2008),
these are related by
[Fe/H] = logZ/Z − 0.25 (27)
where Z = 0.016 (BH09). In the future this model will
be extended to follow elements individually, at which
point this assumption will no longer be necessary.
This model has been instantiated as a Python code,
GCZCSE (Globular Cluster metallicity (Z) Clumpy Self-
Enrichment) that is released in Bailin (2018). GCZCSE
produces a Monte Carlo sampling of clusters over a
range of masses, and uses the multiprocessing module
for single-node parallelization.
3. FIDUCIAL MODEL PARAMETERS
The free parameters of the model are listed in Table 1,
along with their values for the fiducial model. There are
two parameters related to the shape and normalization
of the IMF, four parameters related to fragmentation,
which determine the masses of the clumps, one that is
related to the mass-radius relation of the clumps, one
that is related to the duration of star formation, one
related to mixing, and one related to CCSN yields. Jus-
tification for this choice of parameters is given below.
Any particular run of GCZCSE also requires a pre-
enrichment level for the protocluster gas cloud.
3.1. Initial Mass Function
All CCSNe come from the high-mass end of the IMF,
which is usually considered to be independent of en-
vironment and to have a power-law slope around the
Salpeter (1955) value of α = −2.35 (Chabrier 2003).
Recent observations hint that particularly vigorous star
formation regions could have more top-heavy IMFs; for
example, Motte et al. (2018) find that the core mass
function (which may translate into the IMF when shifted
by a factor f∗; Alves et al. 2007) in a Galactic mini-
starburst may have a slope of ∼ −1.9, while Zhang
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Figure 2. Number of BGPS clumps per GMC. Data points
are from Battisti & Heyer (2014). Gray error bars denote
the mean and standard deviation in bins of width 0.5 dex.
The adopted scaling is shown in red; the dashed line is the
power law given in equation (1), while the solid line is the fit
that takes into account the fact that Nclump ≥ 1.
et al. (2018) argue that dusty sturbursts have IMF slopes
shallower than −1.7. For the fiducial model, I adopt
the “universal” Salpeter IMF, but explore the impact of
IMF variations in Section 4.4.
The efficiency of star formation can be estimated from
Galactic embedded clusters, which evolve towards an
apparently universal star formation efficiency of f∗ = 0.3
(Lada & Lada 2003; Marks et al. 2008), which is adopted
as the fiducial value.
3.2. Clumping Parameters
The fraction of the cloud that ends up in clumps, of-
ten referred to as the fraction of dense gas fDG, depends
observationally on the efficiency of star formation (Lada
et al. 2012; Roccatagliata et al. 2013), with the high-
est efficiency star formation corresponding to fDG ≈ 1.
In order to form such high stellar densities, GCs must
have among the highest star formation efficiencies of any
star formation events, and so I adopt fDG = 1.0 as the
fiducial value.
The number of clumps into which the cloud fragments,
and its dependence on Mcloud, can be derived from the
work of Battisti & Heyer (2014), who catalogued GMCs
using 13CO J = 1− 0 emission and clumps via 1.1 mm
dust continuum emission in the Bolocam Galactic Plane
Survey (BGPS). The data are plotted in Figure 2, along
with the mean and standard deviation within bins of
width 0.5 dex. A modified power-law was fitted to the
binned data, and is shown as the red line. The modifica-
tion accounts for the fact that Nclump ≥ 1; if the value of
Nclump that is derived from the power-law (equation 1,
shown as the red dashed line) is ν, then the Poisson dis-
tribution has a probability Pν(0) = e
−ν of being equal
to 0. As Nclump is set to 1 in those cases, the actual
mean becomes ν + e−ν . The best-fit value of s = 0.60
implies that massive clouds both contain more clumps
than small clouds (s > 0), and each clump is itself more
massive (s < 1). The normalization, i.e. the mean num-
ber of clumps in a 105 M cloud, is Nclump,ref = 3.4.
The width of the distribution of clump masses within a
cloud is fairly uncertain. Ellsworth-Bowers et al. (2015)
used the BGPS to derive the total clump mass function,
and found a wide distribution, with lognormal width of
∼ 2.0 (in the natural logarithm) depending on the par-
ticular subsample. However, this was for all clumps,
which inhabit clouds encompassing a 3 order of magni-
tude range in mass. Since s < 1, the mean clump mass
increases for larger cloud masses, so the clump mass
function they observed is the convolution of the Mcloud
distribution with the conditional clump mass distribu-
tion P (Mclump|Mcloud), whose width is parametrized by
σM . Although we cannot directly derive σM from those
results, there is one significant piece of evidence that
suggests that σM is not large: when Ellsworth-Bowers
et al. (2015) decompose their samples into “Cloud” vs.
“Clump/Core” subsamples, the lognormal widths are in-
distinguishable within the errors, with differences always
smaller than 0.1. It therefore appears that the width
of the clump mass distribution is driven mainly by the
properties of the clouds they inhabit rather than intrin-
sic clump-to-clump dispersion, and so I adopt σM = 0.1
as the fiducial model value.
3.3. Mass-Radius Relation
Larson (1981)’s relations imply that molecular cloud
masses and radii are related as
M ∝ R1.9 (28)
or, surface density Σ ≡ M/piR2 is approximately con-
stant. Ellsworth-Bowers et al. (2015) studied the mass-
radius relation in BGPS clumps, and found that Σ ∼
100 M pc−2 over five orders of magnitude in clump
mass with a slight increase at larger mass. I therefore
adopt a uniform value of Σclump = 100 M pc−2 to de-
termine clump radii from their mass. The exact form of
the clump mass-radius relation does not impact the fi-
nal result because cross-enrichment dominates over self-
enrichment within a clump.
3.4. Duration of Star Formation
There is quite a bit of uncertainty in how long star for-
mation occurs in a GMC. Observations within the Milky
Way and Local Group galaxies suggest GMC lifetimes of
20–30 Myr (Blitz et al. 2007; Murray 2011), correspond-
ing to 2–3 free-fall times. Simulations of star formation
in GMCs show durations of star formation that range
from < 1 Myr (Bate 2012), to “a few crossing times”,
where tcross ∼ 10(M/106 M)1/4 Myr (Matzner 2002;
Krumholz et al. 2006), to > 10 free-fall times (Krumholz
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& Tan 2007). Looking at the stellar populations of
OB associations, Carina’s star formation has proceeded
for 3 Myr and is still ongoing (Smith & Brooks 2008),
providing a lower limit on the eventual duration of its
star formation, while the subgroups of Sco-Cen have in-
ternal age spreads of 1–7 Myr, and average ages be-
tween groups that spread by 6 Myr (Pecaut et al. 2012).
Gravitational timescales for proto-GCs were presumably
shorter than for Milky Way star formation regions due to
their compactness, adding further uncertainty. I adopt
σtform = 10 Myr for the fiducial model.
3.5. Mixing Efficiency
Although BH09 adopted the maximal mixing approx-
imation (equivalent to fmix = 1), outflows and simula-
tions of starbursting dwarf galaxies find that their out-
flows contain most of the metals that were produced
within the starburst (Martin et al. 2002; Robles-Valdez
et al. 2017), suggesting that a large fraction of CCSN
ejecta escape directly without mixing. However, no
equivalent constraints exist on the metal enrichment of
outflows from forming GC analogs, leaving fmix rela-
tively uncertain. Motivated by the dwarf galaxy stud-
ies, I adopt a small value of fmix = 0.2 for the fiducial
model.
3.6. CCSN Yields
Yields from CCSNe are quite uncertain; four examples
of possible yields are given in Appendix B. Of these, the
BH09, Nomoto13, and nuGrid models produce metals
over a similar timescale but with a different total nor-
malization, while the Coˆte´ model produces significantly
less metals and at significantly later times because it
predicts that most high-mass stars collapse directly to a
black hole instead of producing ejecta (Figure B3(b)).
Galactic chemical evolution sets constraints on nucle-
osynthetic yields (e.g. Tinsley 1980), with the details
depending heavily on the assumptions about inflow, out-
flow, and the star formation history. A basic lower limit
on yields can be obtained by assuming that gaseous in-
flow onto galaxies is relatively pristine; in such a case,
the metal mass locked up in stars was all produced by
the stellar population, and therefore the total metal
mass locked up in current stars (= 〈Z∗〉M∗, where 〈Z∗〉
is the mean stellar metallicity) must not be greater than
amount of metals that could be produced by those stars
(= yM∗, where y is the total fraction of the mass of a
stellar population that is returned to the ISM as metals,
as plotted in Figure B3). In other words,
y ≥ 〈Z∗〉 (29)
Although most work on the mass-metallicity rela-
tion of galaxies comes from gas phase metallicities (e.g.
Tremonti et al. 2004), which are higher than the mean
stellar metallicities, stellar metallicities can be derived
from detailed spectral modeling. For example, Gal-
lazzi et al. (2005) found that there are substantial num-
bers of SDSS galaxies with metallicities as high as 2.5×
solar (logZ/Z = 0.4), corresponding to a limit of
y ≥ 0.04 M. Conservatively, CCSNe should produce
at least half of those heavy elements (e.g. Ferreras &
Silk 2002, who argue that Type Ia SNe contribute 10%
or less to the chemical enrichment of galaxies), meaning
that the cumulative yield from CCSNe should be at least
0.02 M. Comparing this to Figure B3, we see that the
Coˆte´ model does not satisfy this constraint. I adopt the
Nomoto13 yields, as the intermediate case among the
three higher-yield models.
3.7. Neglect of Other Energy Sources
Although not truly a parameter, it is important to
note that the fiducial model only includes the effects of
CCSNe, and neglects stellar winds, which also produce
nucleosynthetically-enriched material. The total metal-
licity, and in particular the iron abundance, are indeed
overwhelmingly dominated by CCSNe, and therefore the
mass ejected by stellar winds can be neglected in this pa-
per. However, stellar winds also inject energy into their
surroundings, as does UV radiation from luminous mas-
sive stars. These sources could affect the energy budget
of the gas, and therefore the ability of clumps and clouds
to hold onto CCSN ejecta.
The effects of radiation on star forming clouds is pre-
dicted to dominate over that of stellar winds (Murray
et al. 2010). The total amount of UV radiation pro-
duced by a stellar population is around 1 – 2× 1049 erg
per M of stars formed (Stinson et al. 2013), as much or
more than produced by CCSNe (≈ 1× 1049 erg). How-
ever, this energy is likely to be less efficient at coupling
to gas ejection for two reasons: (1) many UV photons
can directly escape the turbulent cloud without being
absorbed (Howard et al. 2017); and (2) the heating is
slow (unlike the rapid energy injection of supernovae),
so cooling from dust and CO, which operate relatively
quickly, have time to compensate and can efficiently ra-
diate away large amounts of energy (Murray 2009). Ob-
servationally, the amount of dust emission from super
star clusters matches the bolometric luminosity of the
massive stars reasonably well (Vanzi & Sauvage 2004),
suggesting that most of this energy is indeed lost.
In this paper, I therefore assume that the ejection of
gas is dominated by the energy from CCSNe. It is, how-
ever, possible that this assumption underestimates the
amount of gas that can be ejected.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Metallicity Distribution Functions
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The fundamental difference between the clumpy self-
enrichment model and the original BH09 model is that
clusters can have internal metallicity distribution func-
tions (MDFs); not all stars within the cluster have the
same metallicity.
Some example MDFs for model clusters with a range
of final stellar masses are shown in Figure 3. The stellar
mass of the model GC, indicated by the label on each
histogram, is the main sequence mass of stars with life-
times longer than 10 Gyr, plus a remnant mass (assumed
to be 2 M on average for CCSN remnants and 0.56 M
for white dwarfs) for shorter-lived stars. For the lowest-
mass clusters, all stars share the original pre-enrichment
metallicity level of the cloud ([Fe/H] = −1.95 in this
case), but more massive clusters contain stars ranging
from the pre-enrichment level and higher. As the mass
of the GC increases, the number of clumps and the depth
of the potential well increases, resulting in higher mean
metallicities (indicated by the solid black line) and also
wider MDFs (the gray shaded region indicates the 1σ
ranges).
An interesting feature that appears naturally but not
universally in the model is the appearance of distinct
peaks in the MDFs; in Figure 3, this is particularly no-
ticeable for the 105.6 M, 106.3 M, and 107.1 M clus-
ters. Observations of many of the classic iron-spread
clusters also show distinct populations in total metal-
licity, such as in ω Cen (Johnson & Pilachowski 2010),
M 22 (Marino et al. 2009), and Terzan 5 (Massari et al.
2014), though some show a more continuous distribu-
tion (Carretta et al. 2010). In the model, different ran-
dom seeds result in different MDFs, but such peaks ap-
pear often, especially at these masses. These are each
composed of a number of clumps, and appear entirely
due to stochastic variation in the formation times of the
clumps, rather than requiring a distinct formation mech-
anism for second-generation stars, as is required in many
models of GC self-enrichment (e.g. D’Ercole et al. 2008;
D’Antona et al. 2016).
One apparent difference between the shape of the
model MDFs and those of observed iron-spread GCs is
that the tallest peaks tend to occur at the lower metal-
licity end in observed GCs, but at the higher end for the
model MDFs.
4.2. Mass-Metallicity Relation (MMR)
The net effect of the self-enrichment on clusters of
a range of mass can be seen in Figure 4. The left
panel shows the MMR for clusters with a pre-enrichment
level of [Fe/H] = −1.95 compared to the blue tilt mea-
surements of Mieske et al. (2010) based on GC sys-
tems around ellipticals in the Fornax cluster. Diamonds
denote the particular model clusters whose MDFs are
shown in Figure 3. The model predicts the observed blue
tilt qualitatively, preserving the success of the single-
zone BH09 model.
The predicted blue tilt begins at higher mass than ob-
served by a factor of ∼ 2. However, the model GCs only
lose mass due to stellar evolution, while observed GCs
also lose mass due to dynamical evolution. Therefore,
it is better to compare the clusters according to their
initial stellar mass; for the observations, I use the mean
relation between initial and final cluster masses from fig-
ure 5b of Goudfrooij & Kruijssen (2014). This is shown
in Figure 4(b) and the quantitative agreement is good.
The effects of self-enrichment appear slowly at low
masses, then increase sharply around MGC ∼ 106.0 M
or Minit ∼ 106.3 M. This is a consequence of mixing,
in particular the transition in Equation (23) between
the two terms in the minimum. In other words, below
this mass, the unmixed component of the ejecta is lost
completely, so only the mixed component contributes
to self-enrichment, while above this mass, the wind is
not strong enough to completely remove the unmixed
metals, so some of them are available for self-enrichment.
The sharpness of the transition is an artifact of the way
the model is constructed, but the underlying behavior
is physical.
4.3. Internal Metallicity Spreads
The most important prediction of this model is that
the internal metallicity spread depends on cluster mass.
This is shown in Figure 5. At masses MGC . 105.0 M,
there is no internal spread, but the predicted spread in-
creases steadily up to MGC ∼ 106.0 M, at which point
it increases sharply due to the mixing prescription, as
described above, until MGC ∼ 106.5 M, where it sat-
urates. The saturation occurs as the number of clumps
becomes very large, and the chemical enrichment resem-
bles an analytic leaky box model with a broad peaked
distribution (e.g. Prantzos 2008). The GCZCSE model
therefore predicts that GCs should have internal spreads
in elements produced by CCSNe, especially for high
masses MGC & 105.5 M.
The common lore is that GCs do not have an in-
ternal spread in iron or other elements that come pre-
dominantly from supernovae except for a few anoma-
lous clusters that might actually be stripped nuclei of
dwarf galaxies (Bekki & Freeman 2003; Carretta et al.
2010; Massari et al. 2014). However, the observational
data themselves show a more nuanced story. Observa-
tions of internal iron spreads are plotted in Figure 5(a)
in blue and red for metal-poor and metal-rich clus-
ters respectively, from the compilation of Willman &
Strader (2012) supplemented by more recent observa-
tions (Kacharov et al. 2013; Da Costa et al. 2014; Boberg
et al. 2015; Marino et al. 2015; Dalessandro et al. 2016;
Mucciarelli et al. 2016; Carretta et al. 2017; Johnson
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Figure 3. From bottom to top, each histogram represents the metallicity distribution function (MDF) of the stars within a GC
model of increasing mass, labeled by GC stellar mass. The solid line shows the mean 〈[Fe/H]〉 of the cluster, while the gray band
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are highlighted with diamonds in Figures 4–6.
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Figure 4. a) Mean metallicity of GCs as a function of their current stellar mass for the fiducial clumpy self-enrichment model
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(Mieske et al. 2010; yellow). The black diamonds denote the particular model clusters whose MDFs are shown in Figure 3. b) As
in panel (a), but using the initial stellar mass of the GC; for the observations, this is estimated using the mass loss prescription
of Goudfrooij & Kruijssen (2014).
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Figure 5. a) Internal metallicity spread σ[Fe/H] of GCs as a function of their current stellar mass for the fiducial clumpy self-
enrichment model (black) and for observed Milky Way metal-poor (blue) and metal-rich (red) clusters. The black diamonds
denote the particular model clusters whose MDFs are shown in Figure 3. Observations are drawn from the literature (see
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(2018).
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Figure 6. Internal metallicity spread as a function of mean
metallicity, for model clusters (black) and observed Milky
Way clusters (blue and red, as in Figure 5). The black di-
amonds denote the particular model clusters whose MDFs
are shown in Figure 3. Clusters that formed from clouds
of the same composition (in this case, [Fe/H] = −1.95) but
that experienced different levels of self-enrichment occupy a
diagonal sequence; for example, the four Milky Way clus-
ters at [Fe/H] = −1.87 (NGC 5634), −1.76 (M 22), −1.72
(NGC 5286), and −1.56 (M 54) are all consistent with form-
ing from the same material.
et al. 2017a,b,c; Liu et al. 2017; Villanova et al. 2017;
Mura-Guzma´n et al. 2018). Most clusters show internal
spreads of σ[Fe/H] < 0.1, which is indeed small, but in
most cases statistically inconsistent with zero; more in-
terestingly, the observations show an increase in σ[Fe/H]
with mass, as predicted (see also Willman & Strader
2012; da Costa 2016). The quantitative agreement is
fair, but, as for the MMR, the model predicts that the
increase in iron spread begins at higher mass than ob-
served.
For Milky Way GCs, the amount of mass loss from
stellar evolution and tidal stripping has been estimated
by Balbinot & Gieles (2018) on a cluster-by-cluster ba-
sis, allowing us to directly compare the model and ob-
served clusters using their initial masses, shown Fig-
ure 5(b). The quantitative match between the predic-
tions and observations is excellent. This is particularly
impressive since the parameters of the model are tuned
based on the properties of local star-forming regions
(Section 3) not on GCs. This model successfully pre-
dicts both the spreads in typical GCs, and also the large
spreads seen in anomalous clusters such as ω Cen, M 54,
and NGC 6273 (the points at σ[Fe/H] = 0.27, 0.19, and
0.24 respectively). In other words, the internal spread in
iron seen in these clusters is completely consistent with
being formed from the same physics as other GCs and
does not require them to be stripped dwarf galaxy nu-
clei1.
1 I am not arguing that they cannot be stripped dwarfs, merely
that such a scenario is not required to explain the widths of their
Finally, we can directly see the effects of clumpy self-
enrichment by plotting mean metallicity [Fe/H] vs. in-
ternal metallicity spread σ[Fe/H] (Figure 6). A series
of models are shown that all come from a gas cloud
pre-enriched to a level of [Fe/H] = −1.95 but with dif-
ferent masses, and therefore different amounts of self-
enrichment. In the GCZCSE model, self-enrichment
both increases the mean metallicity, moving them to
the right, and also widens the MDF, moving them up-
ward. Therefore, clusters that formed from clouds of the
same composition but which experienced different levels
of self-enrichment occupy a diagonal sequence with an x-
intercept at the metallicity of the original gas cloud; for
example, the four Milky Way clusters at [Fe/H] = −1.87
(NGC 5634), −1.76 (M 22), −1.72 (NGC 5286), and
−1.56 (M 54), which lie along the plotted model points,
are all consistent with coming from an [Fe/H] = −1.95
gas cloud.
4.4. Sensitivity to Model Parameters
Figures 7, 8, and 9 demonstrate how the model predic-
tions depend on the parameters of the model. It is ap-
parent that the general trends of the relations — metal
enhancement and metallicity dispersion that slowly in-
creases with mass, then rise more sharply before sat-
urating at high mass — are generic predictions of the
model. Also, the form of the mass-radius relation of
clumps and all of the clumping parameters have very
little effect on the model, except for fDG, which can
slightly affect the amount of self-enrichment for the most
massive GCs. The mixing efficiency has a modest effect
on how much enrichment occurs at lower cluster masses,
where the maximal mixing model retains more metals
than the minimal mixing case, but has no influence at
higher mass where the self-enrichment saturates.
The timescale of star formation, σtform has a sig-
nificant influence on self-enrichment. For very short
timescales (σtform = 1× 106 yr), most clumps complete
their star formation before any CCSNe have gone off,
and so there is virtually no enrichment. However, once
the star formation timescale approaches the delay before
the first CCSNe occur, a significant amount of clumpy
self-enrichment occurs. Interestingly, lower-mass clus-
ters have the most self-enrichment if the duration of star
formation is somewhat short (< 107 yr), while higher-
mass clusters have more self-enrichment if σtform is long.
The reason for this is that higher-mass progenitor stars
have larger relative metal yields, while all CCSNe re-
lease the same amount of energy; therefore, the release
of metals happens faster than the release of energy (Fig-
ure 10). Low-mass clusters, with shallow potential wells,
MDFs.
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Figure 7. Mass-metallicity relation, as in Figure 4, for different choices of model parameters. In each case, the solid blank line
is for the fiducial parameters (Table 1). Note that Σclump has no effect, so the different model points all lie on top of each other.
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Figure 8. Relation between cluster mass and internal metallicity spread, as in Figure 5, for different choices of model parameters.
In each case, the solid blank line is for the fiducial parameters (Table 1). Note that Σclump has no effect, so the different model
points all lie on top of each other.
are more sensitive to the amount of energy — if the
time delay between clumps is too long, the extra energy
pushes most of the material out of the cloud, so it is
not available for enrichment. For higher-mass clusters
with deep potential wells, most of the material remains
bound regardless of the amount of energy, so longer time
delays between clumps allows time for more metals to
be released, and therefore more self-enrichment.
The Coˆte´ yields, which do not produce any CC-
SNe within the first 10 Myr, produce virtually no self-
enrichment; however, these yields are already incon-
sistent with galactic chemical enrichment constraints.
The BH09 (nuGrid) yields, which produce slightly
more (less) metals but over a similar timescale as the
Nomoto13 yields, have total metallicities and metallicity
spreads that are correspondingly slightly higher (lower)
than for the Nomoto13 yields.
The IMF also affects both the amount of self enrich-
ment and the metallicity spread. Top-heavier IMFs,
which both have more CCSNe and more CCSNe from
high mass stars (which have higher proportional yields),
self-enrich to higher levels. Changing the star formation
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model, independent of the model parameters.
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Figure 10. Cumulative production of metals (blue line, left-
hand axis) and energy (black dashed line, right-hand axis)
from CCSNe per solar mass of stars formed, as a function
of time for the truncated Salpeter IMF and the Nomoto13
yields. Most of the metals are produced during the first few
Myr, while most of the energy is released after ∼ 15 Myr.
efficiency changes the mapping between GC stellar mass
and the depth of the cloud potential well, and so larger
values of f∗ correspond to less efficient self-enrichment
due to shallower potential wells at a given value of MGC.
The most interesting result of the parameter study is
that the relationship between metallicity, [Fe/H], and
internal metallicity spread, σ[Fe/H] in Figure 9 is a re-
markably robust prediction of the model, mostly in-
dependent of the model parameters! In other words,
the internal spread σ[Fe/H] is an excellent measurement
of how much self-enrichment has occurred. The only
parameter that has any measurable influence is σtform,
in the sense that short timescales have less total self-
enrichment for a given value of σ[Fe/H].
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a model for clumpy self-
enrichment by CCSNe during the formation of GCs.
The model is motivated by observations and simula-
tions of star-forming regions in the Milky Way, in which
GMCs fragment into clumps which each form stars at
slightly different times and interact via gas flowing be-
tween clumps, before finally merging to form the cluster
that we see today, 10 Gyr later.
The model predicts that more massive clusters, which
have deeper potential wells and are therefore able to
hold onto more of their CCSN ejecta, experience more
self-enrichment, resulting in a mass-metallicity rela-
tionship that matches the observed “blue tilt” seen in
the GC populations around massive elliptical galaxies,
once mass loss is taken into account. It also predicts
that more massive clusters have subpopulations with a
broader range of metallicities, also in good agreement
with observations of Milky Way GCs.
The conventional wisdom is that most GCs have “no”
internal spread in iron abundance, but observations ac-
tually show a non-zero spread that increases with mass,
in excellent agreement with the model. Observations
often show distinct subpopulations, which also appear
in the model mainly due to stochasticity. Interest-
ingly, even those GCs with very large internal metal-
licity spreads (e.g. ω Cen, M 54, NGC 6273), which
are sometimes considered to be the stripped nuclei of
dwarf galaxies in part due to the iron abundances,
are matched very well by the model — GC formation
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should produce clusters of that mass with internal iron
abundance spreads that large, according to the clumpy
self-enrichment model.
Because self-enrichment both increases the total
metallicity of the cluster and creates internal metal-
licity spreads, the internal spread in iron abundances
is an excellent measurement of the degree to which
self-enrichment has modified the original abundances.
This relationship is remarkably robust to changes in the
model parameters, which opens up the possibility of us-
ing metallicity dispersions to reconstruct the metallicity
of the original protocluster cloud. This idea is developed
further in Bailin (in prep.).
A key assumption in this model is that GC forma-
tion is not fundamentally different from star formation
that occurs today in the Milky Way, and in particular
that scaling relations derived from the fragmentation of
Milky Way GMCs can be applied to the much higher-
density gas clouds at higher redshift in which GCs must
have formed. In the model, parameters related to frag-
mentation affect the onset mass at which self-enrichment
becomes efficient, but do not fundamentally change the
results. The good match between the fiducial model and
the observations can therefore be taken as evidence (or
at least a consistency check) that these scaling relations
may indeed extend to much more intense star formation
events.
The model predictions are relatively insensitive to the
model parameters. The duration of star formation is the
one parameter that changes the form of the predicted
relations, while the form of the IMF and the mixing effi-
ciency of supernova ejecta can also increase or decrease
the amount and variability of enrichment at certain clus-
ter masses.
It is important to stress the the model presently only
accounts for the influence of CCSNe. The neglect of
heating from UV radiation of massive luminous stars
could result in an overestimate on the amount of self-
enrichment, though this energy source is likely less ef-
ficient than supernovae at driving gas ejection. Also,
the model only predicts the total metallicity of stars,
as traced by [Fe/H]. On the other hand, much of the
observational evidence for self-enrichment and for mul-
tiple populations within clusters comes from light el-
ements such as O and Na, which probably require a
different enrichment source such as AGB winds, fast ro-
tating massive stars, binary stars, or very massive stars
(D’Ercole et al. 2008; Bastian & Lardo 2018). The code
that instantiates GCZCSE is designed so that it can be
extended to follow elements individually, and to include
multiple sources of enrichment and of energetic feed-
back; this is the topic of future work. However, it is fair
to ask whether the multiple populations seen in light el-
ements and in iron are of fundamentally different origin,
given that the enrichment sources are different. Renzini
(2013) argues that there is no fundamental difference,
and in GCZCSE, this is true — although the enrich-
ment in the present model comes entirely from CCSNe,
the multiple populations arise fundamentally because of
the clumpiness of star formation. This is in contrast to
most theoretical models of GC formation, where multi-
ple populations come from different episodes of star for-
mation that may be well separated in time (e.g. 108 yr)
but not in space (D’Antona et al. 2016), even when they
consider a fractally fragmented gas cloud (Bekki 2017).
Whether this will work out quantitatively for other ele-
mental abundances remains to be seen.
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APPENDIX
A. STELLAR LIFETIMES
In order to parameterize the stellar mass-lifetime relation, I have used data from the MESA Isochrones and Stellar
Tracks (MIST) project (Choi et al. 2016) based on the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA)
stellar evolution code (Paxton et al. 2011). Metal-poor models ([Fe/H]=−2.0, −1.75, −1.50) were downloaded2; at
the high masses that are relevant, the differences are negligible so the [Fe/H]=−1.75 models were used. The adopted
ages correspond to the end of Carbon burning; later evolutionary phases are assumed to be short in comparison.
The stellar mass-lifetime relation is shown in Figure A1. A polynomial approximation has been fit to the high mass
2 http://waps.cfa.harvard.edu/MIST/model grids.html
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Figure A1. Lifetimes of massive metal-poor ([Fe/H]=−1.75) stars from MIST (Choi et al. 2016). The polynomial fit of
equation (A1) is good to 0.05 dex (12%) for all masses with lifetimes less than the age of the Universe.
(m > 5M) data:
log τ = −0.086 (logm)3 + 0.095 (logm)2 − 3.17 (logm) + 9.77 (A1)
for initial stellar mass m and lifetime τ . This fit is good to 0.05 dex (12%) for all masses m > 0.6M, at which point
the lifetime is significantly longer than the age of the Universe. Equation (A1) is the adopted stellar mass-lifetime
relation.
B. CORE COLLAPSE SUPERNOVA YIELDS
Heavy element yields from CCSNe have large theoretical uncertainties due to the difficulty of performing multidi-
mensional high resolution hydrodynamic simulations with neutrino transport and nucleosynthesis with large reaction
networks. I have tested yields from four different sources:
1. The BH09 parametrization
mZ(m) = (B + Cm)m (B2)
with B = 1.18%, C = 0.548%, and all masses in units of M.
2. The yield tables for core collapse supernovae from Nomoto et al. (2013)3, which collates models produced by this
group (Nomoto et al. 2006; Kobayashi et al. 2006, 2011). These cover progenitor masses from 10 – 40 M and
a range of metallicities.
3. NuGrid (Pignatari et al. 2016) CCSN simulations that cover a range of progenitor masses and metallicities4.
4. Coˆte´ et al. (2016) CCSN simulations that cover a range of progenitor masses and metallicities5.
3 http://star.herts.ac.uk/∼chiaki/works/YIELD CK13.DAT
4 http://www.nugridstars.org/data-and-software/yields.
5 Data kindly provided by C. West and A. Heger.
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Figure B2. Total metal yield, in solar masses, for a variety of progenitor masses and metallicities from Nomoto et al. (2013),
nuGrid (Pignatari et al. 2016) and Coˆte´ et al. (2016). Metallicities are expressed as [Z] ≡ logZ/Z. The parameterization from
BH09 is shown for comparison. Vertical edges indicate the edge of the model grid in mass.
The total metal yield for relevant models are shown in Figure B2. A few trends are apparent:
• A large fraction of the Coˆte´ et al. (2016) models collapse straight to a black hole and yield no heavy elements.
The details of which models explode show no simple pattern, but the relatively common GC metallicity [Z]=−1.5
is particularly prone to collapsing directly to a black hole. The models that do explode follow the BH09 fit quite
well below 25M at most metallicities.
• The Nomoto et al. (2013) and nuGrid models all explode by construction. They also follow the BH09 fit up to
20M, but the nuGrid models have lower yields for higher mass progenitors due to fallback, while the Nomoto
et al. (2013) models match the BH09 fit well at most masses and metallicities.
• The differences between simulation groups completely overwhelms any metallicity differences within any one
group’s models, so we can neglect metallicity effects as a significant contributor to the uncertainty
Given the large uncertainty in the yields, and the significant effect that this could have on the GC self enrichment
model, I test four different models for CCSN yields:
BH09: The BH09 parameterization (Equation B2) for the metal mass. The total (H + He + metals) ejected mass
assumes that all supernovae leave 2 M progenitors; given that this is much less than the progenitor mass, the
exact value does not make a significant difference.
Nomoto13: The [Z] = −1.2 Nomoto et al. (2013) model, extrapolated at 8 < M < 10 M using the BH09 model
and at M > 40M by assuming that the same fraction of the initial mass is released, and is released as metals,
as in the 40M model.
nuGrid: The solar metallicity nuGrid model, extrapolated at 8 < M < 15 M using the BH09 model and at
M > 60M by assuming that the same fraction of the initial mass is released, and is released as metals, as
in the 60M model. I have adopted the solar metallicity models because (a) they extend to higher masses,
which is important since nearly half of the total metal yield comes from models more massive than the most
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Figure B3. a) Cumulative metal yield (top) from stars at least as massive as the plotted progenitor mass, per solar mass of stars
formed with the truncated Salpeter IMF, for the different CCSN yield models. The bottom panel shows the net metallicity of
all ejecta from stars at least as massive as the plotted progenitor mass. b) Cumulative metal yield (top) produced as a function
of time, per solar mass of stars formed with the truncated Salpeter IMF. The bottom panel shows the net metallicity of all
ejecta produced as a function of time.
massive (25M) lower-metallicity model, and (b) although the relative yield of different elements can change
significantly for different metallicities, the total metal yield is quite insensitive to metallicity for overlapping parts
of the parameter grid.
Coˆte´: The [Z] = −1.5 Coˆte´ et al. (2016) model, extrapolated at 8 < M < 13 M using the BH09 model and at
M > 25M by assuming they all collapse directly to a black hole, i.e. zero yield.
These adopted yield functions are plotted in Figure B3, for a stellar population described by the truncated Salpeter
IMF and the stellar lifetimes derived in Appendix A. The BH09, Nomoto13, and nuGrid models all produce heavy
elements over a similar timescale but with different normalizations (the BH09 model produces nearly twice as much
metal as the nuGrid model, with Nomoto13 lying in between). The Coˆte´ model, on the other hand, not only produces
much less metal mass, but does it from much lower mass stars and therefore at much later times, with none produced
within the first 10 Myr. The net metallicity of the ejecta varies by a factor of ∼ 2.
